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Another great brand from Derby Building Products Inc.

What Makes Signature Stain Different?

Our proprietary process integrates real semi-transparent  

wood stain into our Rustic Cedar 6 Shake - the same 

wood stain that accentuates the nuances of wood grain  

and features hues and tones found only  in nature - 

offering choices like: Bark, Fawn, and Acorn - three colors 

that look as authentic as they sound.
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Real Wood Stain  
Without the Pain

Signature Stain Shakes Created by Tando:



A Favorite Among 
Contractors
Signature Stain was created 

with the contractor in mind:

•  Lightweight design means 

fast and easy one  

person installation.

•  8’ length/ single  

course design ensure less waste  

during installation.

•  Uses same installation tools as real wood 

•  Installs in any weather – even high wind

•  Complements other materials – including 

fiber cement, engineered wood, stucco,  

and more.

•  Embodies the spirit of craftsmanship 

providing contractors and installers the 

ability to turn every project into a showcase 

for mixed materials/textures design.

•  Impervious to moisture making it perfect 

for roofline applications.

This story doesn’t end with the promise 

of natural beauty and no upkeep that 

homeowners are demanding. Signature Stain 

was created with the contractor in mind.

The Natural Choice  
for Homeowners
Homeowners are attracted to Signature Stain 

for its core offering: A blend of natural beauty 

and zero upkeep . . . providing them with more 

time to do the things they want to do . . .  

or nothing at all.

At the Peak of Today’s 
Design Trends 
More and more architects, contractors, and 

homeowners alike are integrating mixed 

materials/mixed texture designs into home 

exteriors. Signature Stain is the perfect 

response to this trend as it not only brings new 

focus and appreciation to gables and dormers 

as an element of architectural distinction, 

Signature Stain is impervious to moisture 

making it ideal for roofline applications.

Revolutionary Warranties  
For A Revolutionary Product

It should come as no surprise then that 

Tando Building Products stands behind 

Signature Stain with a revolutionary 

warranty – the likes of which the industry 

has never seen. It’s backed by a fifty-year 

performance plus warranty that guards 

against rotting, splitting, decaying,  

peeling, blistering or chipping; and 

impervious to moisture, insect damage  

and fungal decay.

Signature Stain also is protected by a  

ten year “looks like new” warranty that 

means our proprietary process ensures 

our Signature Stain exterior will keep 

looking like new regardless of exposure  

to sunlight and extreme weather. 

Learn more about these game-changing 

warranties at tandobp.com and request  

a free sample of Signature Stain while 

you’re there.

Bark Fawn Acorn

A Balancing Act  
As Old As Nature Itself

Historically it’s been a balancing act for homeowners; the  

beauty and authenticity of stained wood is tough to beat . . .  

but that look comes at a cost. The never-ending upkeep 

associated with real stain exteriors can put a dent in a  

homeowner’s wallet and weekend downtime. Sure, there are  

options that will wear like iron – the problem is they look  

like iron too . . . until now. Only Signature Stain incorporates  

real wood stain into its patented process resulting in the  

creation of the only shake made with real wood stain that  

requires no upkeep. We’re not just ending the balancing act,  

we’re changing the way people think about low maintenance  

building exteriors. 


